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1. Overview, Information 

	  Access：5 minutes’ walk from Minami Osawa Station,〒192-0397 Tokyo Hachioji, Minami Osawa1-1 
	  Contact：Tel 042-677-1111 
	 

	 

	 	 	 	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

	 

2. Attraction	  
There are 778 universities in Japan. According to Japan Education Ministry Report of 2010, out of 778 

universities in Japan, Tokyo has 138 universities. These universities have their unique characteristics. 
Even the tourists can visit university campus, library, departments and also, the various university events 
of a year. As the visit of university campus is included in Tokyo tour, it is possible to see different aspects of 
Tokyo that cannot be experienced by the usual Tokyo tour. 

This time, as a student of Tokyo Metropolitan University, I would to introduce a part of the events carried out 
by this university. 

 
Spring Event 

Title：Traditional Doll Festival for Japanese girls	  
Period：End of February〜Beginning of March。	  
Charge：Free	  
Content：This event is open to foreign students and foreign tourists as well. 

 
You can experience the Traditional Doll festival of Japanese young girls. Watching this Doll Festival you can 

sing Doll Festival songs, drink Japanese tea with typical Japanese sweets. It is also an attraction that 
Students of Tokyo Metropolitan University are capable of communicating in various languages,  

particularly English, depending on the year of festival. 
 
Autumn Event 
Title：    Miyako Festival(Home Coming day)	  
Period：  Beginning of November。	  
Charge： Charge for some cases 
Content：Various stalls run by students are lined up where you can enjoy food, drinks, talk shows and also live 

band. There are more than 100 contents which you can experience in one day. The reasonable Charge is 
also an attraction 

※For the period and schedule of event, please contact Tel 042-677-1111 of the university. 
	 

	 

Miyako Matsuri where Stalls are lined up. 
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On February 28,at the Tea-ceremony room,  
You are welcome to the Doll Festival! 
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